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Any person, company or other institution that owns at least one share of a 
company’s stock is a company’s owner, who is also called a shareholder or investor. 
In reality, a shareholder understands his rights and interests, but neglects his 
obligations to the company. Contrary to potential profit, a shareholder may risk his 
investment. Such risks generally are caused by shareholder’s account for the company, 
and shareholder’s interested persons. Thus, shareholder should be aware of his risks in 
investing and related risk-avoidance; otherwise, he will probably lose his rights and 
interests in the company. 
 
The main line of the essay is shareholders’stakeholders.Analyzing current risk 
situation of shareholder in Chinese company through many real and detailed cases, 
systemizes risks types, identifies the source of risks in a deep discussion aiming at 
providing solutions; guides shareholders to emphasize on risks, be aware of 
risk-avoidance, and build risk-avoidance management; as a result, the company will 
form an inside-company risk-avoidance system and such management cultural 
environment to defend future occurrences of potential risks and protect the maximum 
interests of shareholders.  
 
The main points in this essay are: shareholder and shareholders’stakeholders are 
the main body constituting the shareholder’ risks, in specific, the risks are induced by 
the conducts of shareholder andshareholders’stakeholders.Business failure is greater 
than the risk of shareholder entrepreneurial success, the consequences of liability risks 
resulting from shareholders include bear corresponding civil liability, administrative 
liability and criminal liability.Therefore, related risk-avoidance system should include 
shareholder’s risk-avoidance system and shareholders’stakeholdersrisk-avoidance 
system. Shareholder’s risk-avoidance system is on the basis that whether shareholder 
legally uses interests and rights, and legally undertakes obligations owing to the 
company; shareholders’stakeholders risk-avoidance system is on the basis of a 
reasonable promoters and ownership structure, emphasis on function of Shareholders’ 
Agreements and Articles, building up comprehensive inner controlling system, for 
example, a reasonably structured supervising division, stipulated guaranteed conducts, 
stipulated transactions with related parties, restraint qualification-borrowing or 
affiliated management and so forth.  
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